Migration is in the headlines and continually we see the voices of those who migrate systematically excluded in mainstream media.

People & Planet have been working with journalists, young migrants and experts in the sector to start building the bridges needed to disrupt the current system with stories from the people affected by the racist media narratives alongside the racist policies that devalue the lives of those who migrate.

We are joining the movement to undo the border industry which is operating on your campuses. Already 11 UK universities have screened out Breitbart from their advertising packages. We have seen student unions such as UEA pass policy supporting Sanctuary Campus and a wave of universities boycotting companies such as G4S.

**WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?**

The border industry is operating right on your doorstep in all of our campuses. Breitbart is a right-wing media outlet, made famous for supporting Trump’s rise to power and its ex-CEO – Steve Bannon’s recent place in Trump’s inner circle. Universities are funding hate using international students tuition fees to advertise on Breitbart’s hate site. Your university has a duty to screen out Breitbart from their ad packages to stand with international students.

Sanctuary Campuses have practical demands that the university agrees to, for example dropping PREVENT. The Government’s PREVENT strategy uses lecturers as informants to target international students as suspects. Universities must choose the side of the international students who uphold the university, not the Home Office who seeks to destroy it.
Borders off campus is a part of the campaign that pressures universities to cut their contracts with outsourced companies which run detention centres. Often through providing security, building infrastructure and recruiting at careers fairs.

**WHAT YOU CAN DO**

There are three different things you could do today!

1. **Media.** Get your university paper, local journalists and MP’s to sign up to our Charter for ethical journalism and run a campaign to get ‘illegal’ out of the media. Sign the petition NOW on peopleandplanet.org/not-illegal

2. **Join the working group to develop a Sanctuary Campus policy for your university.** Demanding for your university to take practical action in choosing to stand with international students. Get in contact and we'll add you.

3. **Start a Borders off Campus campaign!** Pressure your university to break their contracts with G4S, Capita, Mitie, Serco and Geo and to adopt a policy agreeing to never to adopt contracts with these companies. Get in contact to find out how.

---

**GET IN CONTACT**

undoingborders@peopleandplanet.org  
01865 403225

facebook.com/undoingbordersUK  
peopleandplanet.org/undoing-borders

---
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